LEGRABOX
Experience Elegance

www.blum.com
Attractive combination

Linear, sleek and elegant design, clean lines and exceptional ease of motion – that's the LEGRABOX box system from Blum in a nutshell. The AMBIA-LINE inner dividing system has been specifically tailored to fit the LEGRABOX design, making these products the perfect pairing for any room.

View LEGRABOX film
www.blum.com/trailerlegrabox
LEGRABOX
Elegant box system

Is there such thing as the perfect drawer? Different from the norm, focussed on the principles it pursues – yet unprecedented in its level of performance. Straightforward. Simple. Slim. Like LEGRABOX – Experience Elegance.

The box system impresses with its clear contours, parallel drawer side design and design lines as central design element.
interzum award:
intelligent material & design
2013

Detailed information on the awards:
www.blum.com/award
The new LEGRABOX design supports current living trends and opens up a wide range of design options. The impressively slim 12.8 mm side panels, which are straight on the inside and outside, can be inserted harmoniously into any furniture.
Seamless transitions
All components of LEGRABOX are perfectly coordinated with one another and form harmonious transitions.

Universal colour palette
Anti-fingerprint stainless steel or steel with matt coating is used throughout the design, which gives the product a unique texture.

Individual branding
The branding is an integral part of the LEGRABOX design and can be printed with your brand name. Either simple and reserved or deliberately accentuated.
Versatile design

Alongside LEGRABOX pure with matt, metallic surfaces, the LEGRABOX free design version allows height C high fronted pull-outs to be customised to individual designs.
Individual accents

The LEGRABOX free design version makes each piece of furniture unique. Whether it is glass, wood, leather or stone — large design elements create effective accents.
LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in terra black matt, wooden design element, AMBIA-LINE high fronted pull-out frame in terra black matt

LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in Orion grey matt, glass design element

LEGRABOX free, drawer side height C in silk white matt, concrete design element, AMBIA-LINE high fronted pull-out frame in silk white matt
Universal programme

The LEGRABOX programme is as versatile as any living space. Drawers, inner drawers, high fronted pull-outs and inner pull-outs can be implemented in different heights and colours.

Terra black matt  Orion grey matt  Polar silver matt  Silk white matt  Stainless steel (inox)  Anti-fingerprint
LEGRABOX – drawer and inner drawer

**Drawer**
Drawer side height N (66.5 mm)

Nominal lengths
- 400 mm
- 450 mm
- 500 mm
- 550 mm

**Inner drawer**
Drawer side height M (90.5 mm)

Nominal lengths
- 270 mm
- 300 mm
- 350 mm
- 400 mm
- 450 mm
- 500 mm
- 550 mm
- 600 mm
- 650 mm

Fittings selection made easy with product configurator
www.blum.com/configurator

LEGRABOX pure and free – high fronted pull-out and inner pull-out

**High fronted pull-out**
Drawer side height C (177 mm)

Nominal lengths
- LEGRABOX pure
  - 270 mm 500 mm
  - 300 mm 550 mm
  - 350 mm 600 mm
  - 400 mm 650 mm
  - 450 mm

Nominal lengths
- LEGRABOX free
  - 350 mm 550 mm
  - 400 mm 600 mm
  - 450 mm 650 mm
  - 500 mm

**Inner pull-out**
Drawer side height C (177 mm)

Front piece* with high design element

**Inner pull-out**
Drawer side height C (177 mm)

Front piece* with low design element

**Inner pull-out**
Drawer side height C (177 mm)

Front piece* with gallery

**High fronted pull-out**
Drawer side height F (241 mm)

Nominal lengths
- 400 mm
- 450 mm
- 500 mm
- 550 mm
- 600 mm
- 650 mm

* Front piece for cutting to size

Fittings selection made easy with product configurator
www.blum.com/configurator
Impressive ease of use

Motion technologies from Blum ensure high ease of use in everyday use. Whether mechanical or electrical – with Blum, the LEGRABOX drawers and pull-outs open, move and close as if by themselves.
BLUMOTION
Furniture always closes softly and effortlessly with soft-close BLUMOTION.

TIP-ON BLUMOTION
TIP-ON BLUMOTION combines the advantages of the TIP-ON mechanical opening support system with the reliable BLUMOTION dampening for silent and effortless closing – 100% mechanically.

SERVO-DRIVE
Furniture opens at a single touch with the SERVO-DRIVE electric motion support system. SERVO-DRIVE is combined with BLUMOTION.

TIP-ON
Handle-less fronts open at a single touch with the TIP-ON mechanical opening support system. To close, simply press shut.
Fascinating technology

LEGRABOX leads the way in terms of technology. Fitted with the new BLUMOTION S runner, it offers the flexibility to choose between three different motion technologies with a single runner, as well as boasting minimal opening force and a synchronised feather-light glide. The dampening function can also be adjusted to suit each motion technology.
Full carrying capacity
LEGRABOX performs outstandingly even when fully extended and heavily loaded. The cabinet profile also makes solutions close to the floor possible thanks to its low sag values. Even very wide and heavy pull-outs have a smooth running action thanks to a high dynamic carrying capacity of 40 and 70 kg.

Stability for high fronts
High fronts are becoming more and more significant as a design element. LEGRABOX supports this design trend with a new type of front fixing bracket that guarantees maximum stability when opening and closing.
Easy assembly

The LEGRABOX front fixing bracket enables fast and, above all, safe assembly and removal. Simply place the front in its holding position and it clips into place. The front is also easy to install on a pull-out that is already in position.
Height and side adjustment
The height (± 2 mm) and sides (± 1.5 mm) can be adjusted with precision using Torx screws. For an attractive gap design.

Tilt adjustment
LEGRABOX is easily accessible and can be adjusted in three dimensions. New: The tilt adjustment is very convenient to perform thanks to its position at the rear on the inside of the drawer side and can be done for drawers as well as pull-outs.

Easy removal
Thanks to the holding position, even very wide fronts can easily be removed by one person alone.
Professional tools

The assembly of LEGRABOX is simple and convenient, but differs from other Blum box systems, such as TANDEMBOX. Thanks to special assembly devices and templates, LEGRABOX can be assembled precisely and efficiently.

Starter kit

This starter kit of assembly devices makes assembly quick and easy. Contents: BOXFIX E-L, drilling template for LEGRABOX and a Torx screwdriver.
Base router
For simple and precise notching of the drawer base.

Drilling template for LEGRABOX
For precise pre-drilling on the base and back.

BOXFIX P
For efficient, simple assembly and screwing of LEGRABOX and TANDEMBOX.

BOXFIX E-L
For manual assembly of LEGRABOX pull-outs.

Marking template for LEGRABOX
For precise marking of the front drilling.

Universal drilling template
The multifunctional assembly device.
AMBIA-LINE
Perfect order

The AMBIA-LINE inner dividing system for LEGRABOX has an elegant frame design and is the perfect organisational solution for all areas of the home. Easy to use and versatile, AMBIA-LINE is organisation at its very best.

View AMBIA-LINE film
www.blum.com/trailerambialine
Uniform design

The narrow, straightforward design of AMBIA-LINE continues the minimalist style of LEGRABOX on the inside and can be combined harmoniously with the pull-outs in terms of colour and material.
Perfect organisation
AMBIA-LINE creates order within LEGRABOX with simple elegance.

Innovative colouring
The inner dividing system is available in a material and colour to match the drawer side or certain wooden décors can be used deliberately to achieve a particular effect.

Easy utilisation
The frames are easy to insert and can be positioned as desired. Steel frames for the high fronted pull-out are held securely by a magnet.
Complete programme

The AMBIA-LINE programme is clear and diverse at the same time and available in the following versions: in a steel design with frames made from powder-coated steel in the colours terra black matt, orion grey matt and silk white matt. It is also available in a combination of steel components and selected wooden décor in Tennessee walnut, Nebraska oak and Bardolino oak.
AMBIA-LINE for drawers (drawer side heights M and K)

- **Cutlery insert**
  - Width 300 mm

- **Drawer frame**
  - For short nominal lengths of 300 mm or more
  - Width 242 mm, Length 270 mm

- **Narrow drawer frame**
  - Width 100 mm

- **Wide drawer frame**
  - Width 200 mm

AMBIA-LINE knife holder
- Up to nine knives can be stored safely in the knife holder.
- Suitable for drawer frames with a width of 200 mm.

AMBIA-LINE foil dispenser
- Plastic film and aluminium foil can be pulled out and cleanly cut with the film & foil dispenser.
- Suitable for drawer frames with a width of 200 mm.

AMBIA-LINE for high fronted pull-outs (drawer side heights C and F)

- **High fronted pull-out frame**
  - For nominal lengths of 270 mm or more
  - Width 242 mm, Length 270 mm

- **High fronted pull-out frame**
  - For nominal lengths of 400 mm or more
  - Width 218 mm, Length 370 mm

- **Cross gallery for cutting to size and lateral divider**

- **Blum plate holder**
  - Up to 12 plates can be held securely and conveniently transported using the plate holder in the pull-out.

- **Bottle set for width 100 mm or width 200 mm**

- **AMBIA-LINE spice holder**
  - All spice containers are stored securely and with a clear overview in the spice holder.
  - Suitable for high fronted pull-out frames with a width of 218 mm (for nominal lengths of 400 mm or more).
Modern living

LEGRABOX and AMBIA-LINE are the ideal choice for modern furniture design. The clear style looks great in any living area – whether as a drawer, inner drawer, high fronted pull-out or inner pull-out.
Practical kitchens

Kitchens place very particular demands on design and quality. LEGRABOX meets these requirements. The box system impresses with its straightforward, minimalist appearance and copes easily with everyday demands. AMBIA-LINE ensures organisation at its best.
LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in orion grey matt, AMBIA-LINE knife holder and foil dispenser, drawer frame in orion grey matt

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in terra black matt, AMBIA-LINE drawer frame in terra black matt

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height N in silk white matt
Sophisticated storage space solutions

LEGRABOX features impressively high functionality. Sophisticated solutions such as the SPACE TOWER larder unit create valuable additional storage space.
Blum’s ideas for practical kitchens
A kitchen has to be fit for everyday use. That’s why Blum has been researching the requirements of kitchen users for years. In this way, new ideas for making modern kitchens even more functional are constantly being generated as part of DYNAMIC SPACE. Further information can be found at www.blum.com/ideas
Versatile applications

What has already proven itself in the kitchen is also ideally suited to other living areas. The high-quality material of LEGRABOX makes an elegant addition to any living area.
LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height C, front piece with gallery, in silk white matt, AMBIA-LINE frame in silk white matt

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in terra black matt, AMBIA-LINE drawer frame in Tennessee walnut

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height C in terra black matt, AMBIA-LINE frame in terra black matt
Numerous applications

The simple design of LEGRABOX is at home in many areas. The box system is also ideally suited to bedrooms and dressing rooms thanks to the outstanding runner action and the silent and effortless closing. In shop fitting, the elegant design of LEGRABOX supports attractive product presentation.
LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in terra black matt,
AMBIA-LINE drawer frame in Tennessee walnut

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height M in orion grey matt,
AMBIA-LINE drawer frame in Nebraska oak

LEGRABOX pure, drawer side height C in polar silver matt,
AMBIA-LINE high fronted pull-out frame in orion grey matt
The company Blum

Founded over 60 years ago by Julius Blum, Blum is a family-owned company that operates on an international scale. Its strategic business segments include lift, hinge and pull-out systems. All our product developments focus on perfecting motion.

www.blum.com
Blum in Austria and around the world
The company has seven plants in Vorarlberg, Austria, additional production sites in Poland, the USA and Brazil and 29 subsidiaries/representative offices. Blum supplies more than 120 markets. The Blum Group employs 7,300 people in total, 5,500 of whom work in Vorarlberg.

Global customer benefits
“Whether manufacturer, distributor, fitter or kitchen user – everybody should personally enjoy the benefits of Blum products” – that is Blum’s philosophy on global customer benefits.

Innovations
To support customers with innovative fittings solutions and secure long-term success for the company, we need to consistently invest in research and development, in plants and facilities and in employee training. With more than 2,600 patents worldwide, Blum is one of Austria’s most innovative companies.

Quality
Blum’s comprehensive concept of quality does not only apply to products. Services and collaboration with customers and partners should also meet the same quality requirements.

Environment
At Blum, we believe that responsible ecological behaviour has long-term economic benefits. The longevity of products is just one of many important aspects. Other important measures include the use of environmentally-friendly processes, the intelligent use of materials and prudent energy management.

DYNAMIC SPACE
Good workflows, optimum use of storage space and top quality motion are important features of a practical kitchen. Blum’s ideas for practical kitchens are designed to bring function, convenience and ergonomics to furniture interiors.